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I was struck this week by the juxtaposition of two images. The first image was the bus stop 

where I ushered Akiva and Yehoshua off to camp. Here was a bus full of children, smiling and 

laughing – without a care in the world. The big issue of the day is whether there will be free 

swim and instructional swim or just free swim. On the ride home, they like to listen to music on 

an Ipod.  

 

The second image is of children in Ofakim, Sderot, Dimona, Yerucham, Kiryat Malachi, Kiryat 

Gat, and Beit Shemesh. They also have Ipods and Iphones. The difference is that the most 

important app on their Smartphones isn’t a game or a music set. It’s called Red Alert. Its purpose 

is to provide real time tracking of the hundreds of rockets that have been falling in their 

neighborhoods – so that they have as much time as possible to take cover.  

 

The fact that we’re not with our brethren in Israel – the fact that we go on with our daily lives 

here in New York City – doesn’t mean we don’t care. Of course we care deeply. But because 

we’re not there, all of us struggle to feel connected, to feel as though we matter and that we’re 

doing something to help at a time when helplessness is the watchword of our day.  

 

So allow me to share with you an observation about Moshe Rabbeinu that I find quite profound 

and relevant to this difficult moment for the Jewish people.  

 

Following the great census in our Parshas, in quick succession we learn about three discrete 

episodes that at first glance appear quite unrelated to one another. First comes the celebrated 

story of the daughters of Tzelofchad. Having left no male heir, they say, why should their 

father’s stake in the Promised Land be diminished? Their argument carries the day and they’re 

guaranteed a נחלה in the land of Israel.  

 

Next God tells Moshe to ascend a mountain called Har Ha-Avarim and to look out upon the land 

into which he’ll never go. 

 

And finally Moshe asks God to appoint a successor who we soon learn is Moshe’s faithful 

disciple, Yehoshua.  

 

Rashi is unprepared and unwilling to accept that these episodes are unconnected, so using the 

Midrash as his guide, he does us the service of filling in the backstory. 

 

After the rulebook was re-written to accommodate the request of בנות צלפחד, Moshe intuited that 

there might be an opening. If others were now being permitted to inherit the land, perhaps – he 

reasoned – his punishment could be lifted and he could enter the land, too. So God assures him 

that his sentence is still very much in effect: Gaze upon the land, Moshe, for you will perish 

before crossing the Jordan. 
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But the daughters of Tzelofchad had emboldened Moshe even further. As Rashi writes: When 

Moshe asked for God to appoint a successor, Moshe had something very specific in mind. If 

Tzelofchad could live on in the coming generation in the lives of his children, why couldn’t 

Moshe? And so, the Midrash says, Moshe asked God to appoint his sons in his stead. But as we 

know, God had a very different plan in mind. 

 

What emerges is a chapter in Moshe’s life in which he is beset – not just by unrealized dreams 

and unanswered prayers – but by a confrontation with the devastating reality that his most 

fervent hopes and aspirations – both his own and his children’s – had been dashed in an instant. 

Neither would he enter the Promised Land, nor would his children inherit the mantle of leading 

the nation he spent a lifetime building.  

 

Under the crushing weight of these revelations, how does Moshe react?  

 

Not with resignation or even equanimity. But with generosity and with hope. 

 

Generosity: God had instructed Moshe to place his hand on Yehoshua’s head. Moshe responds 

by performing semicha with both his hands. בעין יפה – with even more magnanimity than was 

required.  

 

Hope: For until his last day, Moshe continued to pray.  

 

And so it is with us. 

 

We’re disappointed. We’re devastated. We’re crushed. When Naftali, Eyal and Gilad went 

missing, we got together and we davened and we rallied and we said Tehillim and we davened 

some more. And our Tefillos went unanswered. 

 

And every day we called out to Hashem and we said 

 עושה שלום במרומיו הוא יעשה שלום עלינו ועל כל ישראל

Hashem: All we want is peace! 

 

And yet here we are  

- Reading the latest statistics on how many rockets have fallen in Sderot and Ofakim. 

- Listening to Hamas terrorists vow to murder civilians. 

- Watching images of our חיילים putting themselves in harm’s way to defend the Land of 

Israel. Those are our boys: That’s Aaron Finkelstein and David Moed and Shlomo 

Berman. And dozens and dozens more.   

 

It’s so unspeakably upsetting because consciously or otherwise we recognize, too, that it’s not 

just our Tefillos that have gone unanswered, but the Tefillos of our parents and grandparents as 

well. As Amos Oz once wrote: When his father grew up in Europe, the walls were covered with 

graffiti that said, “‘Jews, go back to Palestine.’ So we came back to Palestine, and now the world 

barks at us, ‘Jews, get out of Palestine.’” 
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So Moshe Rabbeinu reminds us to meet disappointment with generosity and to confront 

frustration with prayer.  

 

Simply by virtue of our being Jews – irrespective of what we say or do – we will have enemies 

who are bent on our destruction. And that is a very sobering reality.  

 

When we first heard about Naftali, Eyal and Gilad, I asked Rabbi Fridman to write a Tefillah for 

our community. With his encyclopedic knowledge of Tanach and Chazal, he has a special gift 

for poetically crafting the kinds of Tefillot that capture the tone and sensitivity of the 

contemporary moment. Of course we recited his Tefillah together as a community here at The 

Jewish Center. I also distributed it to our membership.  

 

One of our members, who happens to hold a leadership position at a major Jewish organization, 

was in Israel at the time. He was so moved by the Tefillah, he had it framed and presented it to 

Rachelli Frankel, Naftali’s mother, when he went to visit her.  

 

When another Jewish Center member went to pay a shivah call to Rachelli last week, the framed 

copy of Rabbi Fridman’s Tefillah was hanging on her wall.  

 

One could say in an almost literal way: Even when Hashem doesn’t answer our prayers, look 

how much they matter. Sometimes the words of our Tefillot hang on the wall of a grieving 

mother, giving her solace at a time when she has been and continues to be a singular source of 

strength for the entire Jewish people.   

 

And so I would submit to you that at this difficult time when we’re left to combat our own 

feelings of helpless and hopelessness, we should never stop davening, and we should never stop 

our acts of generosity – giving of our time and our resources to support our brothers and our 

sisters.  

 

In your bulletin, I’ve suggested five concrete ways that you can act as Moshe did – with 

generosity and prayer.  

 

• Reach out to your family members and friends in Israel and tell them that you are thinking of 

them.   

• Join us throughout the week for any or all of our daily Minyanim or join our Women's 

Tehillim Group on Monday evening.   

• Participate in our upcoming siyum on August 2nd in memory of Eyal, Gilad and Naftali by 

studying Mishnayot.   

• Either personally or in partnership with AIPAC, contact your elected officials and urge them 

to stand with Israel.  

• And of course all of us should give Tzeddakah. To send relief and to help the citizens in the 

south who are bearing the brunt of the damage wrought by Hamas’s rockets, we’re partnering 

with the Orthodox Union. You can make checks out directly to the OU or to the Rabbi Jung 

Fund.   
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 ה' עוז לעמו יתן ה' יברך את עמו בשלום

 

May the Almighty give strength to His people and may He bless us and all Israel with enduring 

peace. And let us Amen.  

 

  


